"In mid-July Robert Ballard and colleagues voyaged 12,500 feet to the bottom of the sea and found the broken 883-foot liner 'glossed over with a film, like a veil.'"

"It was like you were going back in time. It was a very eerie thing because you were entering a ship that hadn't been entered since it sank."

Robert Ballard

"There's not a square inch of the Titanic that hasn't been photographed."

Robert Ballard

"Findings by an ocean explorer (Robert Ballard) and newly published research laid to rest in late July many false ideas about the worst maritime disaster in history."

U.S. News and World Report

Ballard's 11 dives found "absolutely no evidence" of a 300-foot gash reported after the accident.

"It's our feeling the Titanic is best left where it is."

Robert Ballard, chief of a mission that will take new pictures of the sunken luxury liner this summer in its North Atlantic grave.

"The artifacts that would motivate commercially oriented people are not there. Titanic is protecting itself."

Robert Ballard
The Space Shuttle Challenger "went in a flash and a fiery ball at 11:39.13 am, on January 28, 1986. In that instant, seven men and women who dared to break the bonds of Earth simply vanished, their passing marked by a 10-mile-high cloud that hung in the skies for hours."

"Gunga Din doesn’t know how to operate in cold weather."

Challenger Astronaut Ellison Onizuke, joking about the weather in taped cockpit conversations before the shuttle Challenger’s ill-fated liftoff.

"Man will continue his conquest of space, to reach out for new goals and even greater achievements. That is the way we shall commemorate our seven Challenger heroes."

Ronald Reagan

"An improper seal between two segments may have allowed flame to escape. This is only a possible scenario, but given all the evidence released so far, it’s a likely one."

Gary Flandro, Georgia Tech

"No machine can sense the nuances that the human eye can, and react when it finds something unexpected. The human brain is still the best computer."

Marcia Smith
President Comm. on Space
It takes three to program in Towers.
Jim Pierce prepares another dinner in Harrison kitchen.
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"The vast majority are very normal, even though there are crazies as there are with every group."

Psychologist Rona Fields, whose 10-year study of terrorist groups found most are driven to violence by righteous indignation.

"The atrocities that chilled Americans the most were those in which victims were singled out for slaughter simply for being from the United States . . ." U.S. News and World Report

"We always thought that the American traveling public was short-memoried, but there's now a pattern of these incidents that they just can't forget."

Voit Gilmore, American Society of Travel Agents

"Travel by Americans in the Mediterranean was warned against because of 'the apparent inability of the U.S. government . . . to protect U.S. citizens from wanton terrorist attacks.'" U.S. branch of the International Airline Passengers Association

"... fear that gripped Paris . . . when suspected Mideast terrorists lobbed bombs into crowds of shoppers, killing 11 and wounding 162." U.S. News and World Report
I need something cold and refreshing.
"Hey, hey, ho, ho. There's blood on your portfolio."

Students heckling trustees of the Yale Corporation about the university's stock in U.S. companies that do business in South Africa

“Our people are peace loving to a fault.”

Bishop Desmond Tutu, addressing an audience in Peking that two black South Africans have won the Nobel Peace Prize — and 2,000 blacks have died in political violence since 1984.

"It will be part of my job to reinforce the urgent sense of the American people that they want to see (apartheid) dismantled."

Edward Perkins, U.S. Ambassador to South Africa

“The white parents must now also go to the graveyard.”

Freddie Mzimba, spokesman for South Africa's outlawed African National Congress, warning that white children will be targets in ANC's war on apartheid.

"Your President (Reagan) is the pits as far as blacks are concerned."

South African Bishop Desmond Tutu

"Are we truly helping the black people of South Africa — the lifelong victims of apartheid when we throw them out of work and leave them and their families jobless and hungry in those segregated townships."

Ronald Reagan, speaking on Divestment in South Africa
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A Housing Office administrator helps another student.
GOODWILL GAMES

"an Olympic-style event, with athletes from 50 nations, including the U.S. and the Soviet Union, competing in 18 sports."

Business Week

"Money isn't everything. Jesus Christ didn't make money, neither did Martin Luther King."

Ted Turner

"It's another one of those pipe dreams of Ted's. We're still the blue-collar network, and we know that. But if we pull this off, we have shown Europe and the rest of the world that we are first rate."

A TBS insider

"I can't say that these games are political but they are creating an atmosphere. Sports are important for relations between countries."

Henrikas Yushkiavitshus, head of Soviet television operations for the games

"Once Turner hoped to make $20 or $30 million on his inaugural games, but now he expects to lose $10 million or $15 million."

Time

"Moscow's just not a great sports town. Kind of like Atlanta."

Ted Turner

"Turner's games marked the first full-scale competition between Soviets and American athletes in 10 years."

U.S. News and World Report
TOP 5 IN ENTERTAINMENT

Top 5 Record Albums
Compiled by Rolling Stones

1. "Whitney Houston." Whitney Houston. Arista
2. "Music From the T.V. series Miami Vice." Miami Vice. MCA

Top 5 TV shows
Compiled by A. C. Nielsen Co.
Rating by percentage of U.S. sets

1. Super Bowl XX, NBC 48.3% Jan. 26
2. "The Cosby Show" NBC 39.0% Feb 27
3. "World Series Game 7," NBC 38.9% Oct. 27
4. "The Cosby Show" NBC 38.6% Dec. 4
5. "The Cosby Show" NBC 38.5% Jan. 16

Top 5 Books — Fiction.

Top 5 Movies
By ticket sales (millions)

1. "Top Gun." $168
2. "The Karate Kid Part II." $114
3. "'Crocodile' Dundee." $102
4. "Back to School." $80
5. "Aliens." $79

Top 5 Atlanta Theatrical shows
By attendance.
1. "Cats." 73, 196
2. "42nd Street." 58,118
3. "Gospel at Colonus." 34,172
4. "Dreamgirls." 33,060
Another on the spot repair in the Mini 500.
Theta Xi brothers love to play video games.
"It is inconceivable to me that our European allies should disagree with us 100 percent of the time and still expect to be treated as allies."

Senator Pete Domenici (R—N.M.)

"It came at 2 a.m. Libyan time on April 15... The administration used British-based F-111s, with their heavier bomb load, as well as planes from the Sixth Fleet, to strike at five military installations."

U.S. News and World Report

"The West sent a clear message to Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi: 'You've had it, pal. You're isolated'."

Secretary of State Shultz

"Despite the loss of one F-111 and its two crewmen and at least one misplaced bomb that damaged the French Embassy and other foreign missions, U.S. authorities described it as a near perfect mission."

U.S. News and World Report

"This mad dog (Gadhafi) of the Middle East has a goal of world revolution."

Ronald Reagan

"I think (Ronald Reagan) is suffering from some illness. He is an old man."

Gadhafi

"If aggression is being staged against us, we shall escalate the violence against American targets... all over the world."

Gadhafi
Cory Aquino

"She (Cory Aquino) is politically astute and combines moralism with Real politik. But the problems would overwhelm most anyone."

U.S. official

"Aquino’s priority now is making friends with the left."

Philippine military commander

"For Corazon Aquino to endure as leader of the Philippines, she must do three things: Revive a shattered economy, subdue communist insurgents, and keep tight rein on the power-hungry politicians who serve at her side."

U.S. News and World Report

"As long as we can laugh, we’re all right."

Cory Aquino

"I am bullish on the Philippines. American investors who come in early and for the long haul will reap large benefits."

Sec. of State Shultz, praising Corazon Aquino’s government
A Delta Sigma Theta sister adds a little spice.
Two entries in the Talent Show ham it up together.
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WAR AGAINST PORNOGRAPHY

"Since 1970, virtually all university and clinical researchers have found a link between pornography and callous attitudes of men toward rape, child abuse and subjugation of women."

Bruce Taylor, general counsel Citizens for Decency Through Law, Inc.

"Pornography is speech about human sexual conduct. But the fact that it articulates offensive ideas in graphic or ugly ways should not permit its regulation by the state."

Barry Lynn, legislative counsel American Civil Liberties Union

"Obscene publications that portray child abuse, violence and degradation of women are socially harmful."

Henry Hudson, chairman of Attorney General's panel on Pornography

"To say exposure to pornography . . . causes an individual to commit a sexual crime is simplistic."

2 members of the Attorney General's panel on Pornography

"It's one of the most resounding defeats for censorship in American history."

Barry Lynn of the American Civil Liberties Union, after Maine-voters rejected an antipornography law by more than a 2-1 margin.
CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT

"(Rehnquist and Scalia) could make a formidable team in persuading colleagues to adopt their well-shaped conservative philosophies."

A. E. Rick Howard, University of Virginia Law School

"The next appointment could turn the balance of power decisively."

Senator Orrin Hatch (R — Utah)

The new appointments "will change some of the dynamics of leadership on the Court. Justice Rehnquist may become a stronger leader than Chief Justice Burger has been."

Senator Slade Gorton (R — Wash.)

"Regardless of Congress's failure to legislate, (Supreme Court Justices) are not constitutionally empowered to act for them."

Justice William Rehnquist

"Courts have a subsidiary, background role . . . but certainly not to lead the society forward."

Antonin Scalia

Justice Rehnquist is "too extreme on race, too extreme on women's rights, too extreme on freedom of speech, too extreme on separation of church and state, too extreme to be Chief Justice."

Senator Edward Kennedy

A Chief Justice can't "pull the wool over other people's eyes . . . and make them think green is blue. I don't think I would have much success steering my colleagues in a direction they don't want to go."

Assoc. Justice William Rehnquist
A Try Tr contestant skips to the finish line.
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HASENFUS

"An American-registered military cargo plane is shot down over Nicaragua while hauling guns and ammunition to the anti-Sandinista rebels (the contras). The sole survivor (Eugene Hasenfus) ... promptly confesses that the mission is only one of many coordinated by the CIA out of El Salvador — in violation of U.S. law."

U.S. News and World Report

"My name is Gene Hasenfus. I come from Marinette, Wisconsin. I was captured yesterday in southern Nicaragua. Thank you."

Hasenfus' brief statement to the press in Managua, Nicaragua

"We're in a free country where private citizens have a great many freedoms."

Ronald Reagan

"The U.S. Government had no connections with the flight, the plane, the crew or the cargo. The guy doesn't work for us, and CIA is not involved. There are congressional restrictions on assistance to the contras, and we do not break those restrictions."

Kathy Pherson, CIA spokeswoman

"I know the White House knows and is not telling the world."

Senator D. Durenberger (R — Minn.) Senate Intelligence Committee

"I'm confident they are telling (Hasenfus), 'If you say the things we want to hear, you'll be out in no time. If you don't cooperate, you'll be in prison for 30 years.' I hope no one will believe anything Hasenfus says until he can speak freely."

Elliot Abrams
Assistant Secretary of State
CONTRAS

Q: Do you expect the U.S. Congress to approve new aid for the contras?

A: "For Nicaragua it's not a fundamental issue. Even when no money was approved, Reagan found a way to get money and supplies— even helicopters— for them. The contras will be around as long as the U.S. wishes them to be."

Pres. Daniel Ortega of Nicaragua U.S. News interview

"We are encouraging contra attacks when the contras obviously have no support within Nicaragua itself."

Jimmy Carter

"Here we are, once again, old men creating a monster for young men, young Americans to destroy."

Senator Mark Hatfield (R — Oreg.)

"Even with $100 million of new weapons, the rebel would be no match for the government troops. Defeat of the Sandinistas ... would require a steadily escalating U.S. military role few Americans want."

U.S. News and World Report

"I don't know how we can run a responsible operation down there (in Nicaragua) when every Tom, Dick, and Harry is trying to do their own part."

Senator D. Durenberger (R — Minn.)

"If you cut aid off, God knows what will happen in Central America. And the Democrats could be to blame if anything goes wrong."

Senior administration official
Alpha Delta Pi sister swoons the MockRock audience.
Georgia Tech's new flag poles.
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"My Future's So Bright
I Gotta Wear Shades."

Study nuclear science
I love my classes
I've got a crazy teacher
He wears dark glasses

Things are going great
And they're only gettin' better
I'm doing all right
Getting good grades
My future so bright
I gotta wear shades

I've got a job awaitin'
Upon my graduation
Fifty thou a year
I'll buy a lot of beer

Things are going great
And they're only gettin' better
I'm doing all right
Gettin' good grades
My future so bright
I gotta wear shades

Well I'm heavenly blessed
The world to wise

I'm a peepin' Tom Techie
With X-ray eyes

Things are going great
And they're only getting better
I'm doing all right
Gettin' good grades
My future so bright
I gotta wear shades
I gotta wear shades

Study Nuclear science
I love my classes
I've got a crazy teacher
He wears dark glasses

Things are going great
And they're only getting better
I'm doing all right
Gettin' good grades
My future so bright
I gotta wear shades
I gotta wear shades
I gotta wear shades

— Timbuk Three
Zeta Beta Tau brother practices his billiards skills.
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IRAN ARMS DEAL

"The responsibility for the decision and the operation is mine and mine alone."

President Ronald Reagan

"All this soldier did was carry out orders. I never did anything without permission of my senior officer. If somebody has to take a fall, I'm willing to do it but I haven't done anything wrong."

Oliver North

"You've got the operations in Central America, you've got the Libyan disinformation business, and you've got this thing. Well, three strikes and you're out."

Senator Patrick Leahy (D — Vt.)

"If (Reagan) knew about it, then he has willfully broken the law. If he didn't know about it, then he is failing to do his job."

Ohio Senator John Glenn

"Let's not forget whose idea this was. It was (national security advisor Robert Mcfarlane's) idea. When you give lousy advice, you get lousy results."

Ronald Reagan

"(North) was said to have viewed the arms deal as a way to restore U.S. influence in Iran and to help end the Iran-Iraq war by showing up moderates in Teheran who want to make peace — as well as a way to recover U.S. hostages in Lebanon."

Newsweek

"Jimmy would have been impeached if he had done some of the things that this administration has gotten away with."

Rosalynn Carter
"In the Daniloff affair, (White House) dealt with a government while the Mideast hostages are held by a terrorist group, the Islamic Jihad."

U.S. News and World Report

"What are you waiting for — for us to die one by one?"

Letter force written by Jacobsen and released by the Jihad to Washington

“We went through last Christmas thinking it would be the last one (with him as a hostage), but now it looks like it’s not going to be.”

Jean Sutherland’s wife

“I’m so frightened for Terry. I could conceivably see most of my family wiped out within months.”

Margaret Say, sister of hostage Terry Anderson

“I’ve placed my trust in God — trust that these people who are persecuting my own son will be touched somehow, somewhere, through prayer and release him.”

Leotia Sprague, mother of Frank Reed who was kidnapped in Beirut early-September 1986

“I have made a vow I would not die until I saw Terry (Anderson). That vow is getting very close to an end.”

Cancer victim Glenn Anderson, Jr.
Brush, brush — (most) every morning and every nite.
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A late night card game at Heidi's.
"... the Soviet leader (Mikhail Gorbachev), ignoring increased friction between the superpowers, had proposed to meet with Ronald Reagan in several weeks in either London or Reykjavik, Iceland."

U.S. News and World Report

"We think the Soviets would like to reach agreements with us. And we would certainly like to reach some with them."

White House admn. official

"It's a joke. A summit with two weeks' notice? Without an agenda? We were under no pressure to cut a deal. None whatsoever."

Zbigniew Brzezinski
Carter's national-security advisor

"(the presummit summit) seems a rather high price to pay if we go to this session and nothing happens in the sense that we are no further along toward a summit."

Dante Fascell (D — Fla.)
House Foreign Affairs committee

"Arms control for arms control's sake is a charade. The Russians very much want a summit ... to keep arms control front and center for its propaganda benefits. But it must be accompanied by other agreements."

Alexander Haig
Reagan's former Secretary of State

"The Soviet Union insisted that we sign an agreement that would deny to me and future Presidents for ten years the right to develop, test, and deploy a defense against nuclear missiles for the people of the free world. This we could not and will not do."

President Ronald Reagan
SOUTHERN DROUGHT

"I predict we're not going to have any bath water by October."

Former Georgia Gov. Lester Maddox

"Columbia, S.C. had nearly a month of temperatures of 90 or higher and a record eight days of 100-degree readings ... Parts of the Southeast had gone four months with almost no rain. Atlanta imposed the first ban in its history on outdoor water use."

U.S. News and World Report

"I've got enough hay for the next five days. After that, I've got to have more."

Ray Stevens of Ashville, Alabama

"Every farmer has been right where we are at one time or another. Every farmer feels there is a bond there. You feel like a brother."

Alton Murphree of Blount, Alabama

"This had to be a $10 million rain."

Bubba Trotman, a federal agriculture official in Alabama, as showers arrived just in time to save the state's soybean crop.

"It would take more than 40 days and 40 nights of rain to give the kind of relief we need."

Barbara Zwald, an Atlanta minister's wife, after the day of prayer she proposed saw showers but no end to the Southeast's drought.
The Pike fraternity displays its Homecoming banner.
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Home seems so far away to a Phi Delta Theta man.
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NICHOLAS DANILOFF'S ARREST

"This case has no more relation to espionage than my left shoe."

Mortimer B. Zuckerman
U.S. News and World Report Chairman and Editor-in-Chief

"Daniloff was a perfect pawn. Not only was he finishing his tour but his aggressive reporting had long irked (Russian) authorities."

U.S. News and World Report

"I have been arrested. Listen. I gave Misha the books. He said he had a gift for me, newspaper clippings from Funze (which included two maps marked ‘top secret’). Then he left, saying he had to catch the metro. A truck pulled out from the bushes and about eight KGB guys jumped me, put me in handcuffs."

Nicholas Daniloff
Phone conversation to his wife

"This month, the Soviets got even by framing and arresting Nicholas Daniloff—after FBI agents in New York City arrested Gennadi Zakharov, a Soviet citizen who had been fed information by an FBI informant he tried to recruit."

U.S. News and World Report

"Now you Americans are getting an idea about how it feels to be entrapped."

Soviet source close to the KGB

"Is this a precedent for an equation: One accused Soviet spy (Zakharov) equals one hostage newsman (Daniloff) plus two dissidents (human-rights activist Yuri Orlov and his wife)?"

Rep. Don Ritter (R—Pa.)
Dennis Levine, charged with making $12.6 million in the last five years by buying stocks of takeover targets before the bids were announced, used code names and phony corporations to hide his trades.

U.S. News and World Report

The "yuppie scan" — the name comes from the fact that the 5 defendants are all in their mid-20s — have different implications as to how deeply embedded the use of illegal insider information is on Wall Street.

U.S. News and World Report

"These sophisticated market players are not traditional 'insiders', but their stock in trade is information. ... The arbitrageurs cross that line if they trade on information from someone they know is an insider under the law."

BusinessWeek

"If people lose confidence in the integrity of the marketplace, then nice, plutocratic fat cats like me will lose their comfortable jobs."

George Ball, chairman of Prudential-Bache Securities, to a House subcommittee

"It indicates some real problems in the way confidential information is being handled by law firms."

Rudolph Giuliani, U.S. attorney

"If anybody in any organization is intent on perpetrating fraud, no procedures are absolutely foolproof."

Alan Pessin

Salomon Brothers
Jane, do you think my jumper would be alright?
"As wind spread from Chernobyl, radiation levels reached 15 times normal in Sweden, quadruple the normal in Switzerland and twice the normal in Italy."

U.S. News and World Report

"It was a tragedy of errors — an almost unbelievable story in which the Chernobyl plant's operators deliberately disabled one after another of the giant reactor's automatic safety and warning systems so that they could conduct an experiment. Thus they were helpless to contain the accident."

Newsweek

"The former Director V. Bryukhanov and Chief Engineer N. Fomin were dismissed for not being able to organize leadership, for meekness and lack of administrative ability."

Soviet newspaper Pravda, announcing firings at the Chernobyl nuclear plant.

"This is the first time I've not felt safe. What's happened in Russia makes me feel shaky."

Beverly Nail of Kennewick, Wash. A nearby resident of a Chernobyl technological-equivalent reactor

"Anti-Soviet feeling in Europe has increased tremendously because of the secrecy with which the accident was handled. It will be much more difficult for the Soviets to exploit our allies against us."

a Soviet specialist

"What I resent most is the way the Russians have treated us. No information, no explanations, no apology and no compensation."

student in Budapest, Hungary
I like to study where I can spread everything out.
INCOME TAX REFORM

"The tax reformers and the taxpayers won and the special interests lost."

Ronald Reagan

"A lot more people are going to find themselves paying higher taxes on 1987 income because they lose their tax deductions before they get their tax rates cut."

Janice Johnson
senior tax manager at Seidman and Seidman

The tax reform bill is "anti-growth, anti-jobs, anti-economic development and anti-future."

Senator John Danforth (Mo.)

"There is absolutely no reason for further delay. I urge Congress, when it reconvenes in September, to act promptly and make tax reform the law of the land."

Ronald Reagan

"We are laboring under intense deflationary pressures: falling oil prices, agricultural gluts, tremendous competition from overseas. This is the wrong time to be reforming the tax system in such a radical way."

Edward Yardeni
Prudential-Bache Securities

"One of the myths of tax reform is that everyone is going to get a tax cut. The fact is that many millions of middle and upper-middle-income families will pay more."

Ira Shapiro
Coopers and Lybrand
A talent show star about to perform.
I study break by lifting weights.
STEALTH FIGHTER

"Pilots called her the Frisbee, the F-19A, the secretly developed Stealth attack fighter. She had no corners, no box shapes to allow radar signals to bounce cleanly off her . . . From above, her wings appeared to mimic the shape of a cathedral bell. From in front, they curved oddly toward the ground . . . and the whole idea was that she didn't seem to exist at all."

This Red Storm Rising passage, written by Thom Clancy two years before July's crash of the secret F-19 fighter, was uncannily accurate. Clancy says it was based on publications and educated guesses.

"Stealth starts the process of obsolescence for Soviet air-defense systems."

Richard DeLauer, a former defense under secretary

"It is important to recognize that (Stealth) is, for better or worse, not a true multirole bomber like the B-52 and the B-1. (Because the stealth lacks the) speed, payload and flexibility (of the older B-1), the stealth cannot be expected to provide any significant contribution to meeting conventional long-range bombing requirements."

Jeffrey Record, Institute for Foreign Policy Analysis

"Will this plane fly, and will it do what it is advertised to do? . . . It's ridiculous to start production of this very expensive plane before we even know whether it will fly."

Rep. Mike Synar (D — Okla.)
"I think the users outnumber the nonusers. And that's sad."

Runner Mary Decker Slaney, citing illegal drugs as the most serious problem facing her sport.

"Just say 'No'!

Nancy Reagan (advice to youngsters that are offered illegal drugs.)

"If we declare war on the terrorists in Tripoli, when the hell are we going to declare war on terrorists bringing poison into our country?"

Baseball Commissioner Peter Ueberroth, challenging Congress to step up the battle against drug use in America's workplaces.

"We're going to dry up the drug market and kick the drug dealers out of this country."

President Reagan

"No one seems safe, no one appears to be above the dirty dealings. People are shocked when their heroes are toppled by drug use — when Boston Celtics top draft choice Len Bias and Cleveland Browns defense back Don Rogers drop dead from cocaine."

"Clearly, this nation's high-school students and other young adults still show a level of involvement with illicit drugs greater than can be found in any other industrialized nation in the world."

National Institute on Drug Abuse

"We're making a mistake if we look to the police and the courts to solve the drug problem."

Robert Gangi
Correctional Assoc. of New York
Suddenly feeling very dirty, now aren't you?
Harrison Mini 500 race team stops to refuel.
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AIDS DISEASE

"Don’t touch me. I don’t know that you don’t have AIDS."

South African black activist Winnie Mandela, to a policeman as she was arrested for the second time in nine days.

"This is a national health crisis ... We are quite honestly frightened about the prospects."

David Baltimore
Cochairman of the National Academy of Sciences

"This virus does not discriminate by sex, age, race, ethnic group or sexual orientation."

Public Health Service

"Anyone who is sexually active, visits prostitutes or has casual sex needs to be concerned. The only safe sex is no sex."

Margaret A. Fischl
Director of the AIDS program at the University of Miami

"Treatment with azidothymidine (AZT) prolongs survival of persons with AIDS."

Dr. Robert Windom, assistant Secretary for Health

"AIDS is quite different from any other disease. It strikes down people in their very early years very, very quickly and kills them." As a result, "it is affecting the way people think about sexuality and the way people act sexually."

Allan Brandt
asst. prof. of Medical History Harvard University
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Sing, sing a song, sing out loud.
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"No one is kidding themselves. We've got a real mess on our hands, and our ability to influence the outcome (of the Philippine election) is not as strong as some believe."

State Department official

"I worry about whether there will be enough rice on the table, enough milk for my grandchildren."

Imelda Marcos

"Nouveau riche is better than no riche at all."

Slogan on a needlepoint pillow, among furnishings in the Manhattan townhouse once used by Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos, that will be sold at auction.

"Marcos set up a cunningly concealed financial empire. He was obsessed with secrecy. Even his bank accounts are in other people's names. It is likely that Marcos himself doesn't know what he really owns."

Philippine govt. investigator Philippine Commission for Good Government

"When the country is stabilized — and it won't take very long — he (Marcos) can come home."

Philippine Vice President Salvador Laurel on chances that Ferdinand Marcos, now in exile in Hawaii, can return to Manila.

"God willing . . . we will see each other again in Manila."

Deposed Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos, in a handwritten letter in which he pledges not to abandon his old supporters.
OUTLOOK 1987

U.S. Constitution will celebrate its 200th anniversary

"I think 1987 is a tough, tough year, a really tough year, with downside potential and no upside potential."
Lee Iacocca, November 1986

Which of these problems do you think will become "extremely urgent" in 1987?
Crack and cocaine use rise  70%
Spread of AIDS  65
Farmers going bankrupt  59
Iran-contra affair impact  52
Mounting federal deficit  51

"We forget how quickly the American people forget."
Hamilton Jordan, urging Democrats not to count on the IRAN arms scandal as a 1988 campaign issue.
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Chaouki Abdallah
Christoph Adrian
Andrew Allison
Sam Anderson
Clarita F. Asibal
Romeo L. Asibal

Guissella Baker-Holmann
Constantinos Balaras
Pedro L. Baldo
Eytan Berman
Joon Hong Boo
Mark W. Bowers

Jack David Braden
Allison Bradford
Thomas C. Brown

Catherine Bullard
John Derrick Bunting
Jean Paul Calvet

Javier Chacon
Kamal Chanouha
Marian M. Choy

William Christman
Melanie Ciccarello
Lee R. Clendenning Jr.

Mike Coats
Susan A. Cochran
Carol Cockerham
Albert Coit
E. Randolph Collins Jr.
Jeffrey Glenn Cooley

James Criscuolo
James E. Curry IV
Carolyn M. Davenport
Robert Davenport
Chris Dawkins
Francisco Decrescenzo
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CELEBRITY DEATHS

"Jimmy Cagney was America’s Yankee Doodle Dandy."

The Rev. John Catori, eulogizing the actor who died at age 86.

"Let Lenny rest as he slam dunks with the angels."

The Rev. Jesse Jackson at funeral services for Len Bias, the star basketball player who died at age 22 from cocaine intoxication.

"All Americans owe him a debt of gratitude, and all sailors mourn his passing."

Navy Secretary John Lehman, on the death of Admiral Hyman Rickover, 86, the father of America’s nuclear Navy.

"All America loved her, and she loved America."

President Reagan on the death of singer Kate Smith, 79, singer of “God Bless America.”

“We have just lost the man who showed Hollywood and the world what the word class really means. (Cary Grant) was the one star that every other star was in awe of.”

Singer-actress Polly Bergen
Better music to study by, my man.
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James J. Moran, Jr.
Chip Morgan

Jeff Morgan
Bradley Scot Newton

Adegboyega Oke
Murat Ozgoren

Susan Painter
L. Laszlo Pallos

Ronald Parise
James R. Parish

Alkesh R. Patel
Phillip Payne

Christopher Peniguel
David Eugene Pilcher
Tranco Jose Pino
Keith D. Price
David Pschirer
Philip Purcell

Susan Raffensperger
Suthar Rajesh
Alex Raji
Craig H. Richardson
Richard Reid
Didier Rouaud
BUDGET DEFICIT

"Our Father, here we are again, and we sure hope you are, too. Amen."

The Rev. Gerald Mann, as the Texas Legislature opened a second special session to confront a $3.5 billion budget deficit.

"After weeks of arguing over spending priorities, lawmakers become hopelessly bogged down and miss the April 15 deadline for adopting a budget that lops $60 billion from the projected $205 billion deficit."

U.S. News and World Report

"We don't have these deficits because working men and women pay too little in taxes. We have them because there's too much government spending."

Dennis Thomas
White House asst. to the president

"... the impact of three years of mandatory budget cuts under the Gramm-Rudman law projects by 1988 a shrinking of most government programs by 41% from current (1986) levels."

U.S. News and World Report